
Avyakt BapDada 24th February 1988 
 
Today BapDada is seeing the children who are like spiritual chatrak birds - anxious to 

listen, to meet, and to become equal to Baba. As you listen to the flute of knowledge, you 
become players of that flute. As you celebrate the spiritual meeting , you become merged in 
Baba’s love, and lost in love - free from obstacles and coloured by Baba’s company. As is 
Baba’s name, so is the children’s name - world benefactor. As is Baba’s form, so is the 
children’s form. As are Baba’s virtues, so are the children’s virtues. So check yourself - to what 
extent have you become like Baba in every respect? 

 
Baba has given the blessing: “may you constantly be full of the wealth of all powers”. 

These are the treasures of Brahmin life. 
 
“May you have a long life” - from Brahmin birth until the end of establishment. If the soul 

goes towards old sanskars, away from Brahmin life, this is taking birth again, but with a short 
life span - some are such that it is as if they are in a coma - that living is equivalent to being 
dead. So have a long life span - live the elevated, divine, Brahmin life of all attainments from the 
beginning until the end. 

 
“May you be free from disease”. If the lifespan is long but the sickness of Maya makes the 

soul weak again and again, that living is not living - so remain healthy: free from obstacles. 
 
“May you have many children” - may you be stable on the stage of master creator - with the 

blessing of unlimited children. Have the consciousness of each soul, and the elements of nature, 
as your creation, and have good wishes and pure feelings of benefit for each one. The seed, the 
creator of the tree, will stand on top of the kalpa tree - together with Baba the soul will become 
the unlimited master creator, and spread the rays of powers, virtues, good wishes, pure feelings, 
love and co-operation. The sun’s rays spread automatically over the entire world, because the sun 
is high above. In the same way, become master creator and master seed and give rays and water 
to the entire tree. So how many children do you have? The entire world is your creation! 

 
So, Baba gave all these blessings to each Brahmin soul, as soon as each one took birth. 

Everyone has received blessings, but you can increase your blessing with the accurate method: 
remember each blessing according to the time, and by remembering it you will become powerful 
and the embodiment of success. The more you use it according to the time, the more the blessing 
will increase. You have received such elevated powerful blessings that not only can you achieve 
fruits by using them for yourself, but you can also make other souls worthy to claim blessings 
from BapDada, the Bestower of Blessings. 

 
Now is the time to meet the Bestower of Blessings and so receive blessings. The one who 

has received blessings does not have to labour. The hand of Baba, the Bestower of Blessings, is 
constantly over you the Brahmin children. The elevated directions are the hand. 

 
There is praise for the deities - that they have no knowledge of any desires - this is really the 

speciality of an angelic life. There is no question of any desires in a deity life. Brahmin life 
becomes the angelic life - that is you reach the karmateet stage, and then perform no sinful or 



impure or useless or karma-bound action. There may be relationship with karma, but no bondage 
- this is called an angel. Just as there is ignorance of desires, in Brahmin life there is ignorance of 
burden. This is called a blessed soul. Always be carefree, and experience victory as a certainty. 

 
Some children make good effort - but to experience effort as a burden is not accurate effort. 

To pay attention is the accurate method of a Brahmin, but attention changes into tension. 
Accurate attention is natural with the power of knowledge - the light and might of knowledge 
enables you to move in an accurate way, with an accurate method. So by all means make effort - 
definitely pay attention, but not in the form of tension. Tension creates further tension, because 
what you wish to happen does not happen. So be neither heavy, nor careless - but, through 
balance, experience Baba’s blessings. Always remember that Baba’s hand is over your head. 
You have made a lot of effort - now be sustained by blessings, and fly. You have experienced 
Baba as the Bestower of Knowledge and Wisdom - now experience Him as the Bestower of 
Blessings. 

 
To those who constantly follow the Father at every step, who constantly experience 

themselves to be elevated blessed souls who belong to the Bestower of Blessings; to those who 
always use the blessings at the appropriate time; to such elevated souls who are to become equal 
to Baba, BapDada’s love, remembrance, and namaste. 
   


